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Putting the '-annuation' back into Super
By Darren Wickham
Reading time: 3 mins
The Actuaries Institute is currently preparing a submission about
Comprehensive Income Products for Retirement. Darren
Wickham, from the Institute's Retirement Strategy Group,
outlines the principles for the submission that have been agreed
so far, following discussion with members.
There is some unfinished business in super… Australia has a
world class defined contribution system in the 'accumulation
phase'... but as the Financial System Inquiry noted, 'the
retirement income phase of the system is underdeveloped.'
The Inquiry recommended the development of 'Comprehensive
Income Products for Retirement' (or CIPRs) and the Government
has a released a consultation paper (CIPR consultation) and
asked for stakeholder input.
CIPRs are proposed to be an 'opt in' retirement product for
members with “nudges” built into the system to encourage take
up. The Government envisages that CIPRs would be a masscustomised, composite retirement income products (for
example, combining a pooled product with one or more
products that provide more flexibility, such as an account based
pension).
This is potentially the most profound change to the
superannuation system since the introduction of the
Superannuation Guarantee in 1992.
The Actuaries Institute is making a submission to the
consultation process and, to facilitate this, Insights sessions
were held in Sydney and Melbourne (and via webinar) to gauge
member feedback on some principles proposed by the
Institute’s Retirement Strategy Group to guide the response.

L to R: Ben Facer, Darren Wickham, Anthony Asher and Andrew
Boal - presenters at the Sydney CIPR Insights session.

After receiving feedback and considerable discussion and
debate, the Institute’s proposed response suggests the Trustees
be required to have a broader Retirement Income Governance
Framework instead of focusing solely on a CIPR product.

Agreed principles
1. A Retirement Income Governance Framework should apply to
all superannuation funds (including SMSFs).
2. Income streams which draw down on capital gradually should
form the basis of retirement system, with benefit projections
provided during the pre-retirement period expressed in terms
of annual retirement income will support a change in the
underlying narrative from a focus on lump sums. Such
projections should show the impact of Age Pension payments
as a majority of Australians will receive these for some or all
of their retirement years. Projections should include either a
range of possible outcomes which may arise in the event of
adverse investment and longevity experience or, if only a
single projection is provided, show what could be expected to
be achieve with a high degree of confidence.
3. The superannuation system should have sufficient flexibility
so that CIPRs and retirement products more generally can be
tailored to individual member needs.
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4. The design of CIPRs and retirement products needs to take
into account social security means testing rules and these
rules need to be sufficiently attractive for trustees to meet the
best interest test and for members to take up these products.
5. The regulatory framework applying to CIPRs and retirement
products should be product and tax neutral in respect of
longevity products (ie between annuities and pooled
pensions). In respect of neutrality between different product
types (ie. longevity versus non-longevity), slight favoring of
longevity products is desirable to overcome behavioural bias
to encourage their take-up by members.
6. There should be an 'If not why not' regime in place for the
provision of longevity products, rather than compulsion. After
a suitable transition period, consideration could be given to
more encouragement/compulsion.
7. The 'if not why not' regime should apply to the offering of
CIPRs by superannuation funds. CIPRs should remain opt-in
products for members.
8. The CIPR product should be certified as meeting specific
minimum requirements by a suitably qualified professional
and we believe actuaries operating in accordance with
objective professional standards are well placed for this role,
and this could improve public acceptance.
9. The current market and legislative rules for retirement
products are immature and so the policy approach should be
reviewed as the product landscape develops.
Treasury have mentioned that the regime is not expected to
commence any earlier than mid 2018. There are some key
issues to resolve before then – including (and most importantly)
the new Age Pension means testing rules for income stream
products (which were expected for 1 July 2017, but have not yet
been released).
Brace yourselves for more consultation, discussion and debate!
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Day Two of Summit 2017
By Actuaries Institute
Reading time: 4 mins

Day Two of the 2017 Actuaries
Summit brought together a range
of ideas affecting actuaries and the
industries they work in. Here is a
summary of the Day 2 Plenary and
Concurrent sessions at the biennial
event in Melbourne.
Day Two of #ACTSUM2017 kicked off with the Actuaries Institute
Annual General Meeting. The Financial Report and Report of the
Council and Auditor were discussed among President Jenny Lyon,
CEO David Bell, Glyn Thomas (Company Secretary) and several
attendees.

Stephenson ASM (Ambulance Victoria) spoke about the change
in how society is thinking about mental health.
“It’s a difficult topic but the fact that we have come together to
discuss it is a great initiative,” said Dr Bill Monday.
Facilitator Emma Alberici drove the Q&A session where some of
the most pressing questions were asked such as ‘How do we
make our future society more resilient to mental health issues?
Does the government have a role?’
Dr Derek Lovell said “I think the community is the answer rather
than government”, commenting that as a community we can
work on programs that will support our future generations.
Shortly after morning tea, delegates made their way to a
concurrent session of choice. Kim Cohen spoke about Building
consumer trust in the life industry, something that is always
relevant to all insurance actuaries.
Many delegates also joined Sarah Johnson for her session
Insuring a better disability system part 2: transition to full
scheme. An interesting topic especially after the budget update
earlier this month.
Julia Lessing and Alice Truong from the Guardian Actuarial spoke
about how actuaries can use their skills to help our community
in their session: 'They Need to Smile a Bit More: Perceptions of
Actuaries from other Professionals in Non-Traditional Areas.'
One of the highlights was Richard Lyon’s comment during Q&A
"We always berate ourselves for our poor communication skills
but the distillation of value and insight on of extreme complexity
is something we do probably much better than we give
ourselves credit for".
Concurrent 6 had a session for everyone.

Annual General Meeting
The first session of Day 2 was Plenary 4 – Think Differently
about Mental Health. Dr Bill Monday (Pacific Life Re), Prof Niki
Ellis (Monash University), Dr Derek Lovell (Psychiatrist) and Mick

Mark Griffiths and Nick Symons explored the question 'How Can
Life Insurers Optimise Customer Outcomes in a Low Yield
World?' Looking at the potential implications of low interest
rates on Australian life insurers and the future outlook under
different economic scenarios. In the session, 'Better health
outcomes', Caroline Stevenson and Anthony Maher outlined the
use of actuarial techniques in driving efficiency in the healthcare
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sector. Meanwhile, Barry Leung asked if Australian private health
insurance was affordable in his session.
Those interested to hear about the future of the profession
joined Lesley Traverso’s session, 'The Actuarial Phoenix'.
“The actuarial skill set is supremely suited to flexible working
arrangements," said Lesley.
Delegates then enjoyed a warm lunch catered by the venue and
sat down to network and discuss the morning’s sessions.
Concurrent 7 was a collection of forward-thinking sessions that
raised some questions for the actuary of the future. Paul Caputo
and Kenneth McIvor spoke about the implication of the IAIS
Insurance Capital Standard for various jurisdictions and the
potential implications for Australia. Next door, Ruth Lisha spoke
about room for GI and Life insurance streamlining, describing
them as different sides of the same coin.
“Data science may be the catalyst to make actuaries change role
or practice area," said Ruth.
The advancements in the detection of cancer through liquid
biopsies undoubtedly has some implications for the life
insurance industry. Dr Bill Monday explored these potential
impacts in his session. Continuing in health, Ellen Bruce,
Matthew Crane, Kris McCullough and Jamie Reid teamed up to
examine how thinking differently about risk equalisation will
help create a more sustainable private health insurance
industry. Jananie William also delved into the health space to
talk about how we can use an actuarial approach to identify the
risk factors of Australian maternal health costs.
‘Health’ proved to be a strong topic throughout the concurrent
sessions, even as we moved into the final concurrent program.

“AI will have the most immediate impact on our lives in the field
of transport…AI will make driving cheaper, faster and better”
said Henk, concluding with the question “how can we create
better behaviours?”
The Q&A that followed brought to light some concerns around
analytics, the ownership of data, moral decisions made by
driverless cars and the inability to automate everything.
As Emma Alberici then wrapped up the final Plenary, she said
“it’s been a pleasure to be here, it certainly challenged me to
think differently”.
President Jenny Lyon closed the Seminar, highlighting the rich
discussion that took place over the two days and how ‘people’
were at the centre of it all. “We’ve talked about people just as
much as AI at this conference”

In Concurrent 8, Body Hacking and the Quest to Cure Death by
Greg Solomon updated delegates on biohacking and the medical
discoveries we’re making as a result.
Rosi Winn, Anjali Napoli and Mike Clough spoke about 'Actuaries
working to support public policy –developments in social welfare
and beyond'. Avanti Patki and Nathan Colbert’s presentation
outlined the versatility of the actuarial skillset.
“The way forward for the profession is applying our actuarial
toolkit to a myriad of problems, where we do this is up to us.”
Marc Mer and Basem Morris explored the details of data
analytics and capturing massive amounts of data for insurers.
“Data analytics is all about finding correlations but you need to
understand the context. You can’t assume causation from
correlation.”
In the Final Plenary - Think Differently about Change, Henk
Kleynhans (CBA), Jason Wilby (Huddle) and Glen Rabie (Yellowfin)
discussed the biggest buzzwords of 2017, engaging in the
changes with AI, automation, the changing nature of insurance
and data science.

She went on to thank Emma, Silver Sponsors (RGA, Munich Re,
Pacific Life Re and Willis Towers Watson), Bronze Sponsors (SKL,
Gen Re and Talent Insights), the Summit Organising Committee
(pictured above) and HQ staff.
Congratulations to Rowan Ward (Munich Re Prize winner),
Nathan Colbert (Gen Re Prize winner) and Leon Yan (Gen Re
Prize runner up).
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Ralph Collins accepts the
Munich Re Prize on behalf of
Rowan Ward.

Gen Re Winner Nathan Colbert
accepts his Prize
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Actuaries Summit 2017 - What you missed!
By Actuaries Institute
Reading time: 4 mins
The 2017 Actuaries Summit brought together a range of ideas
affecting actuaries and the industries they work in. Here is a
summary of Day 1 of the two-day biennial event in Melbourne.
The 2017 Actuaries Summit played host to 450 delegates at
Melbourne’s Grand Hyatt.

"Leave no idea behind" - The Ideas Hub

In opening the Summit, Jenny Lyon said “as a profession we
need to maintain our outward focus. There are many social
changes ahead and as a profession we can make a contribution”.
Presentations from a variety of the Plenary and Concurrent
Sessions are now available on the Summit 2017 Program
Snapshot page. You can also view the Photo Gallery.
Facilitator Emma Alberici, presenter of ABC’s Lateline program,
then opened the first Plenary considering the theme Think
Differently in light of digital disruption in the media industry;
insurance for the sharing economy; and health and diversity.

Keynote speaker Audette Exel took to the stage to share her
experience as a founder of the Adara Group and CEO of its
Australian corporate advisory businesses. As a social
entrepreneur in the financial services sector, Audette
empowered people working in financial services to use their
mastery to make a significant impact on the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people living in poverty across the globe.
“You [actuaries] are all doing amazing work with risk
management; keeping our economies safe, keeping our country
safe,” said Audette.
She also encouraged delegates to think outside the
box. “Gratitude is the most powerful enabler you can possibly
imagine if you want to make a change. Not taking no for an
answer has also been at the core of everything I have done and
still do today,” said Audette.

She encouraged delegates to “leave no idea behind” by adding
their questions and thoughts to The Ideas Hub – a sticky note
depository in the foyer.
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Plenary 2 - Think Differently about Society saw Julia Lessing
(Guardian Actuarial), Juliet Bourke (Deloitte), Renee
Hancock (Good Shepherd Finance) and Richard Enthoven
(Hollard Insurance) discuss the “new normal” for expectations of
companies and professions.
“Skillset and brand are

two of the main obstacles we need to overcome as actuaries to
solve the ‘wicked problems of society’ like homelessness, abuse
and mental illness,” said Julia.
The panel tackled socioeconomic and gender diversity and
inclusion and discussion ranged across the full gamut of societal
change. “In the times of challenge, human creativity is released
most ferociously,” said Richard
Q&A time generated discussion in areas where financial services
has potentially lagged behind society, but how ‘thinking
differently’ in terms of agile work practices can change this.
The Concurrent Sessions kicked off with Concurrent 1 featuring
seven varied presentations. Robert Kerr looked at critical illness
and trauma product developments across the globe as well as
the impact standardised definitions have had in various
markets. Genevieve Hayes provided timely advice to
organisations looking to enhance the analytical capabilities of
their existing actuarial team. The Institute’s
Cyber Insurance Working Group provided a comprehensive
introduction of the risks and opportunities of insuring cyber risk
in Australia. Adewuyi Ayodele Adeyinka unpacked the influence
of e-innovation on performance.

Concurrent 2 had presentations on group insurance structures,
retirement planning and social security, as well as risk culture
from board and trustee perspectives. The Institute’s Climate
Change Working Group (CCWG) presented on the funding
mechanisms help prepare for climate change. In speaking about
Suncorp’s Cyclone Resilience Benefit, incentivising customers to
become cyclone resilient, Jon Harwood said “we can’t stop the
cyclones from happening”.
In Concurrent 3 presenters looked at the Future of Life
insurance as well as the Impact of Mental Health on the
Insurance Industry. Joshua Martin discussed an overview of
mental health conditions and Michael Dermody offered insight
on the role of actuaries in identifying risks, uncertainties and
opportunities in insuring these. Richard Lyon reported on the
results of his investigations into cohort equity in a presentation
on Intergenerational Equity while Adam Butt gave an overview
of the content and delivery styles of the Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC). Trang Duncanson, Maria Muir and Darren
Robinson explored how ‘Scrums’and ‘Sprints’ can support the
strategically focused actuarial function while other presenters
looked at the design of successful and resilient lifetime
retirement income products.
In Concurrent 4 Jessica Chen and Damjan Vukcevic looked at
the state of genetics research and ideas on how these advances
could impact life insurance and its product design. Brendan
Counsell and Shweta Krishna looked at IFRS 17 Implications for
life and general insurers. Marc Mer, Gloria Yu and Adam
Karasiewicz challenged actuaries to re-think the way we do our
work by adopting exponential technologies.
Their paper “Man versus Machine - the rise of the robo actuary”
explored how “in an ‘eat or be eaten’ environment, those who
embrace the disruption will be the ones that survive and
thrive”. Ilan Leas, David Millar and Anton Kapel from the
LIWMPC gave an update on the industry while Douglas Isles
offered an interesting perspective on Behavioural Finance in the
Investment Management Process. Martin Mulcare and Rick
Gilmore also presented on the importance of Professional
Relevance – both individually and as a profession - challenging
the audience to consider the direction of their own career path.
Plenary 3 ‘Think Differently about Customers’ drew insights
from Geoff Summerhayes (APRA), Helen Troup
(CommInsure), Dr Martin Fahy (ASFA) and David Johnson
(Deloitte). Each speaker gave their unique take on balancing
different stakeholders’ needs, especially in a world where social
media enables them to reach a wide audience quickly.
Geoff encouraged actuaries to help overcome the challenges in
transitioning to a more customer centric business. “The
challenge is how quickly industry responds,” he said. Helen
shared three customer stories that changed the way she thinks
about designing and marketing products, and dealing with
customers in extenuating circumstances.
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“You’ve got to be open to feedback and when you’ve done
something wrong, you need to move quickly to fix it,” said
Helen.
"What drives customer trust in organisations? It’s the number of
customer interactions,” said David, discussing how personalised
offerings are being used to drive more effective business.
Martin challenged the audience to think deeply about the longterm picture, and not take the “easy way out” when rushing to
adopt technology to serve customer needs. “What turns data
into insights is wisdom,” he said.
An insightful Q&A focused on the issue of customer and
community trust in the industry and wrapped up a packed first
day at #ACTSUM2017.
Delegates then headed down to Melbourne Town Hall to
enjoy dinner and entertainment with an Alice in Wonderland
theme including the Mad Hatter.
A fabulous performance by jazz trumpetist James Morrison and
band, had guests dancing the night away!
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The Young Actuaries Conference: An Overview
By Avanti Patki and Timothy Lam
Reading time: 5 mins
Avanti Patki and Timothy Lam review last week's popular Young
Actuaries Conference, unpacking its four key themes ‘Actuarial
Passport – where to next?’, ‘Actuary of the Future’, ‘Talking the
talk’ and ‘Strategic Thinking, Leadership and Personal Brand’.
An avid audience of more than 140 young actuaries working in
the industry sat waiting in anticipation as the Vice President of
the Actuaries Institute, Nicolette Rubinsztein, opened the very
first Young Actuaries Conference held by the Actuaries Institute.
The conference, tailored specifically for actuaries closer to the
beginning of their career, kicked off with a message from Jenny
Lyon and Nicolette emphasising the importance of having
younger actuaries active and engaged in shaping the future of
the profession. The plenaries, each with their own flavour, were
rich with experiences and personal stories from each of the
speakers and the key highlights have been provided below.

Plenary 1: Actuarial Passport –
where to next?
With travel being one of the highest priorities on most people’s
to do list, what better way to combine personal and professional
goals than by working as an actuary overseas! However, it is
easier said than done. The insights in this plenary brought
home the point that while there are a number of difficulties
associated with working outside Australia, the rewards are much
greater. Jas Singh, Managing Consultant at SKL Actuarial, spoke
about the operating rhythm of different overseas markets while
Elizabeth Martin, Consulting Actuary at KPMG Australia, and
Raymond Bennett, Director at Deloitte Australia, talked the
audience through their career journeys across the globe.
“A valuable session to understand the opportunities aboard,"
said Helena McGeorge, Actuarial Analyst at Deloitte Actuaries &
Consultants who was in the audience.
The key learnings from this plenary were as follows:
• Cultural differences play a bigger part than you would think!
Make sure to tailor any job applications and other

•

•

•

•

communications to suit the style of the market in which you
are looking to find a role
Finish exams before travelling – travelling and working is hard
enough without having to worry about study. As a qualified
actuary who no longer needs to spend hours at the study
desk, you can better utilise your time to manage your
personal affairs, to understand how to adapt to the new
environment you’re in (at work and outside work) and, of
course, to stop and smell the roses!
Try to secure an overseas role before moving overseas, rather
than going in cold and attempting to find a role once you are
at your dream destination. As Elizabeth rightly pointed out, it
is really difficult to find hits for an English search term like
“actuarial jobs in Paris” on a French search engine! Small and
unexpected obstacles like that might derail your chances of
finding the right role in a different country
Even globally, the actuarial profession is small and tight-knit.
You will likely run into actuaries you have worked with
overseas later in your career, making for a truly diverse and
global professional network
Finally, the top tips from the speakers for young actuaries to
start building a global career were to: learn a (relevant)
language; network widely – you never know who might be
able to connect you to an opportunity overseas; upskill your
technical knowledge with the global context in mind; and
learn to fuel your curiosity by asking the right questions

Plenary 2: Actuary of the Future
The Actuarial Education Pathway to Fellowship includes a need
for specialisation – but does that mean we can only work in
areas that actuaries traditionally perform duties in? Marc Mer,
Manager at Deloitte Australia, provided insights into the various
areas that actuaries can work in along with ideas as to how to
develop oneself to succeed in non-traditional fields. This was
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followed by Nicolette’s presentation on the diversity of the
profession, where she discussed the demographic changes
within our profession and how it may affect our working
patterns in the future. Finally, Zhan Wang from Swiss Re and
Alice Truong from Guardian Actuarial provided insights into their
personal experience in utilising actuarial skills to give back to the
community via projects for the government or charities.

Plenary 4: Strategic Thinking,
Leadership and Personal Brand

“Plenary 2 broadened my mind in regards to the social
perspective of actuaries and the changing diversity in our
profession," Chetana Koganti, Actuarial Analyst at Deloitte
Actuaries & Consultants who was in the audience.
The key insights from this plenary were:
• Our skillset can be applied to areas other than the traditional
fields – but we will still need to build on our core knowledge!
• The demographics of our profession have changed
significantly in recent years and it will continue to change!
• We are likely to work well into our retirement, although most
likely part-time under flexible work arrangements
• Our knowledge can be utilised to develop deeper
appreciation of social issues and assist those in need!

Plenary 3: Talking the Talk
A core aspect of actuarial work is to explain complex solutions in
a simplistic way to stakeholders. The ability to communicate is
thus one of the most important attributes to career success.
Michael Stumbles from Swiss Re began this plenary with a
discussion on the importance of clarity in communication as well
as the significance of influencing and listening. Kit Ng, Senior
Consultant Actuary from MLC, then spoke about how to design
insightful and useful dashboards for different stakeholders. Con
Asvestas from Quantium followed with a discussion on how to
deliver impactful presentations to an audience that may not
value actuaries as much as stakeholders from an insurance
background. Finally, Jefferson Gibbs who is a Senior Partner
from KPMG, provided tips on Stakeholder Wants, Content and
Delivery as well as challenged us to step out of our comfort zone
and develop communication skills by joining acting and debating
classes. The key insights from this plenary were:
•
•
•
•

Always start at the key message, and finish with the details
Audience is the centre – tell the story to them accordingly!
Keep It Simple and Specific
Practice, practice, and more practice!

No youth conference is complete without a deep dive on how to
build out and firm up one’s personal brand early in one’s career
while leading from the bottom and taking a strategic view to
one’s career choices. Darren Robinson, Chief Actuary for MLC,
drew a parallel between how techniques to build a strategy for
life insurers could be applied to building a strategy for an
individual’s career. Anthony Tockar, an actuary by background
and currently working as a data scientist at CBIG Consulting,
spoke about finding his joie de vivre by becoming a pioneer for
using data for good. Greg Bird, Director of Pricing, Data & Risk
Analytics at AMP, spoke about the way his actuarial roles over
the years snaked between the technical and the strategic and
between leading self versus leading others. Lastly, Rashi Bansal,
Chief Actuary and Head of Finance at BT Financial Group, spoke
about the importance of representing the actuarial profession
such that actuaries gain further credibility and trust amongst
other professions to secure a seat at the table. The key takeouts of this plenary were:
• Network, network, network! If you’re not “good at it”, put
yourself out of your comfort zone and practice building
connections with people
• Work on building credibility and trust amongst colleagues as
early in your career as possible
• Understand the big picture but don’t undermine the detail
• Grit, passion and resilience are traits that will get you far!
• Make sure you are well aware of your strengths and
weaknesses, leveraging your strengths to build out any gaps
in your knowledge
“This session allowed me to better understand our competitive
advantage that can be brought to stakeholders," said Chetana
Koganti.

Final thoughts
As the plenaries came to a close and the drinks began to be
served for the evening networking session, the day’s events
made it clear that there is no one way to success, no single
magic formula for a stellar career. Even the most successful men
and women in the profession have wandered through roles,
found themselves in difficult situations, felt out of place and
even experienced outright failures. However, the common
thread amongst each of the plenaries’ speakers was the hunger
for adventure and their ability to be comfortable being
uncomfortable, whether it was starting work in a completely
different country, pushing the bounds of the profession today to
make it adaptable for tomorrow, or exploring and building their
own personal brand. All in all, a fantastic inaugural year for the
first ever Young Actuaries Conference!
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As always, thanks to our speakers, our sponsors (SKL and Finity),
the Actuaries Institute and the Young Actuaries Conference
Organising Committee for making this event such a success.

Event Organising
Committee

Thank You to our
Sponsors SKL and
Finity
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Book Review: Keating’s & Kelty Super Legacy
By Enock Chiyangwa
Reading time: 2 mins

Enock Chiyangwa gives
a synopsis of the
recently launched book
by, Mary Easson, a
former politician and
respected executive in
the superannuation
industry.
About the Author
Mary Easson, active for over four decades in the Victoria,
Queensland and NSW of the ALP, knew well all of the leading
architects of the Australia’s modern superannuation system.
Serving as an MP in Paul Keating’s government she saw the vital
importance of the leadership translating into solid policy for the
public good.
Post politics, Mary served on the board of Australia’s largest
insurance company, chairing its Risk management and Audit
committee. Through her business Probity International she has
advised listed and unlisted international and Australian
companies. She graduated with a Master of Philosophy from the
school of business at the University of NSW. She was Chair of the
Advisory Board of the Institute for Research into Retirement
Policy and Management, the Sydney Business School.
Narrative

Mary Easson vividly chronicles the conception and evolution of
the Superannuation system in Australia. Highlighting the
significance of two characters, Keating and Kelty, Mary unravels
the behind the scenes shenanigans that laid the foundation to
what is now a world renowned retirement income stream
phenomenon.
Hon Peter Collins AM QC, Chair, Industry Super Australia aptly
states the following about this book, ‘‘Universal superannuation
for all working Australians has taken this nation from the middle
order to be the envy of the world in just 25 years. Driven by then
Treasurer Paul Keating and ACTU Secretary Bill Kelty,
compulsory super now stands as one of the great innovations
since Federation. Yet most Australians know little about the
origins of what has become a distinguishing national
emblem. This book does much to tell that proud story.”
Let’s take a look inside
Contents include Chapters on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significance of the Accord for Superannuation
The Building Industry Breakthrough
Legislating for Permanency
Troubles Ahead
Appendices covering Major Superannuation Funds, Industrial
Relations, and Related Changes over 40 years
Significant Asset Consultants;
Major Superannuation Industry Associations;
Superannuation Jargon Made Easy;
Biographies of Key Persons Plus References & an Index

Notable quotes
“Once I go in to bat for you, I don’t care what these people say,”former Treasure & Prime Minister Paul Keating.
“…we’ve got the chance in history. This is your great chance.
This is the night you’ll remember. This is the night that we are
going to create national superannuation for everybody.”-Bill
Kelty, ACTU
Takeaway for the Actuary
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If you want to know how the “Australian Super Journey” began
then this book will surely quench your thirst for knowledge.
After reading this timeless piece you can expect to be more
enriched in your understanding of how the superannuation
system that has become a national emblem was intricately
crafted into existence.
You can buy Mary’s book here.
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Welcome to the Institute’s newest members!
By Actuaries Institute
Reading time: 1 minute

Beatrice Pravinata Ong VIC

Welcome to the Institute’s newest members!

Juan David Ospina Leon VIC

Australia

Brittany Ryan NSW
Xiaonan Song NSW

Ellie Ai VIC
Taylor Anderton NSW
Nicole Andrianopoulos NSW
Nutt Chanchalit WA
Wei Chen ACT
Zhong Hao Chen NSW
Christopher Paul Doukakis WA
Michelle Christine Fouche NSW

Michael Jee Pei Tang WA
Vijeta Tulsiyan VIC
Xiao Xu NSW
Yaping Xu ACT
Christopher Anthony Zeidan NSW
Tong Zhang NSW
You Zhang VIC
Ruodi Zhao VIC

Roman Patrick Gaechter NSW
Brian Zhengbang Gao NSW

Overseas

Yuanlong He NSW

Fangye Cong SHANGHAI

Vanessa Louise Huang QLD

Da Huo JILIN

Chun Lam NSW

Xiaoran Li CHINA

Hannah Layman VIC

Xinpeng Li TIANJIN

Yinghao Li VIC

Yixian Li BEIJING

Annabel Metta Lie NSW

Jiayin Yu GUANGDON

Tian Kang Lim NSW

Bing Zuo BEIJING

Peter Harrold Lipman NSW

Hok Kin Chan HONG KONG

Yansiqi Lu ACT

Bingbing Liu NEW ZEALAND

Helena May McGeorge NSW
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Submit your questions
By Actuaries Institute
Reading time: 2 mins
The Actuaries Digital Committee is looking to bring back the
popular Ask Gae/Ask Bruce column and would like to gather
some questions.
You may remember the popular columns Ask Gae and Ask
Bruce. The two actuarial columnists answered a range of
different questions from readers, not just actuarial related.

Ask Bruce: I have recently moved into a role where my
predecessor excelled and bowed out on top. I am struggling
under the weight of expectations. How do I succeed in this
situation?
Ask Bruce: I am outraged by the extravagance shown by the
Actuaries Institute in moving to more luxurious premises. How
can our Institute justify its excesses? – I reject the Premise(s)

Some questions were:
• I have to front up for jury duty, and I really don’t want to get
picked for a trial. How can I make sure I’m rejected?
• Why is my life always so busy?
• My parents are in their 70s and are starting to do old people
stuff like chatting with strangers and stockpiling bars of soap.
Can I prevent this from happening to me?
• I’m not sure I really want to be an actuary any more…
• Why does my weight creep up a little each year?
• Will the swans win the premiership this year?
• I have recently moved into a role where my predecessor
excelled and bowed out on top. I am struggling under the
weight of expectations. How do I succeed in this situation?
• The firm I work for has a casual dress policy. I take this to
mean dress how you are most comfortable. Is it okay to wear
thongs to the office or is this taking the casual policy too far?
– Can I Havaiana some advice?
In preparation to bring them back, we would like you to submit
any question you would like the next columnist to answer.
Submit your questions to actuariesmag@actuaries.asn.au

Read some of our previous
columns below.
Ask Gae: I have to front up for jury duty, and I really don’t want
to get picked for a trial. How can I make sure I’m rejected?
Ask Gae: My parents are in their 70s and are starting to do old
people stuff like chatting with strangers and stockpiling bars of
soap. Can I prevent this from happening to me?
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The Health Insurance Challenge in Australia
By Ignatius Li
Reading time: 4 mins
Ignatius Li of Deloitte and the Institute's Health Practice
Committee looks at some key challenges facing the health
sector, including private health insurance reforms, ahead of the
'Future of Health' Seminar in Melbourne next month.

What does the Seminar theme Finding
the Right Balance mean?

2016 Future of
Health Seminar
Panellists

Professor Graeme
Samuel’s was the
Keynote speaker at
FOHS last year

Delegates at FOHS
2016

Finding the right balance encapsulates the ongoing challenge of
how to build a sustainable health system.
To be in balance means for example finding the “right ” mix of
funding between governments, individuals, private health
insurance and other insurance schemes; it means finding the
“right” balance between public and private healthcare providers;
empowering patients to get the “right” balance in terms of how
and where they should be treated and the volume of those
treatments. It means for example deciding on the “right” mix of
care that is preventative in nature versus reactive in nature.
We can see that a health system is in fact the sum of these
choices that are being made all the time, whether it be by our
politicians setting health policy, the owner of a private hospital
deciding on how to invest their capital, a GP advising their
patient, or a private health insurer deciding what benefits
should be covered. Their motivations may not always be
aligned, ultimately reflecting a balance act between for example
better clinical outcomes, keeping health spending down or
increasing profits.
When we reflect on the current balance of the health system in
Australia, we must ask whether we have indeed found the “right ’
balance and whether that balance is still “right ” for the future.

What do you see as the key challenges
facing the health sector currently?
The health system has always been the focus of intense media
and community scrutiny. As a consumer good, health care is a
very personal one. It is therefore unsurprising that health policy
seems to get more attention than many other policy areas.
In Australia, the media focus does tend to be on Medicare and
the public hospital system. However, private health insurance
and in particular the challenges of affordability, consumer
understanding and hospital contracting have become more and
more prominent.
Each year, the premium increases being approved by the Health
Minister are inevitably higher than wage and general inflation,
driven by factors such as ageing and medical advancements. It
is a challenge for health insurers to explain to their customers
why this occurs. This is not helped by a perception that the
value of private health insurance is declining, which is further
exacerbated by a mismatch between what policyholders think
they are covered for versus what they are actually covered for.
In addition, health insurers’ attempts to drive more of a value
based approach to their contracting with private hospitals have
met with resistance from various stakeholder groups.
These challenges are ultimately about how to achieve as much
common interest when balancing between competing
stakeholder interests. It all makes for an exciting sector for
actuaries to work in. These challenges really sharpens our
minds on what is the “right” balance for the health sector.
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How are consumers and government
responding?
For years, private health insurance participation has been
growing. However, recent experience has not been as strong
with consumers dropping cover or downgrading, driven in parts
by affordability pressures, a declining value perception and
confusion about product coverage. Responding to these
consumer concerns, the government has been looking into a
number of potential reforms that seek to address these issues.
Among other things, they are seeking to standardise industry
terminology, improve consumer understanding of private health
insurance and the effectiveness of product categorisation in
assisting with that, and the types of benefits covered.

And as mentioned earlier in this article, there will be a plenary
on the private health insurance reforms. We are fortunate to
have a number of corporate leaders from industry sharing their
thoughts on the strategic outlook.
The Future of Health Seminar will be held in Melbourne on 8
June 2017. View the Program Snapshot and Register to attend
today.

The private health insurance industry is keenly awaiting for news
on these reforms from government. In anticipation of these
developments, one of our plenary sessions is dedicated to
discussing the reforms.

How are actuarial skills assisting in
this space?
In this current environment of uncertainty, our actuarial skills
are well equipped to help private health insurers consider their
product offerings, pricing, capital, the strategic implications for
any legislative changes, identifying opportunities in the market,
to name a few.
There are lots of moving parts in the health system, with
competing interests by various stakeholders. Actuaries bring a
deep understanding of these dynamics and in particular, how to
quantify and make sense of the whole sector as well as the
impact on private health insurance.

Why is the Future of Health Seminar
an important conference at the
present time?
With private health insurance reforms currently under
consideration, the conference is very timely. There is a role for
actuaries to demonstrate the skills and knowledge they bring,
and to have our views heard. The seminar will bring actuaries
together with finance professionals and others working in
private health insurance. It will be a useful opportunity to get
industry people together and to discuss on the ways forward.

What unique insights will some of the
Plenary speakers share?
The event has been expanded this year to run for a full day
instead of the half day last year. With four plenary sessions, I’m
expecting to get unique insights throughout the day. We will
start off with an outline on the current balance in the system
and where the challenges lie. To challenge our thinking on this,
we have prominent health industry people from academia and
government backgrounds.
With the help of industry experts and practitioners, we then dive
into the challenges of balancing the system. Specifically, we will
have a dedicated plenary each on customer centred health care
and health analytics. Our speakers will include medical
professionals and data scientists respectively. As the pay-off for
these initiatives tend to be long term, it very much fits into the
seminar theme of finding the right balance. I’m sure our
speakers will bring their unique angle to the challenges.
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MiCRO: Bringing insurance solutions to Central
America’s vulnerable populations
By Josh Ling
Reading time: 4 mins
Senior Microinsurance Specialist for the International NGO,
Mercy Corps, Josh Ling gives us an overview of microinsurance in
Central America.
The Microinsurance Catastrophe Risk Organisation (MiCRO) is a
reinsurance company specialising in the design and
implementation of natural hazard risk transfer solutions for lowincome markets. MiCRO was founded in the wake of the 2010
Haiti earthquake by the international NGO, Mercy Corps, and the
largest microfinance institution (MFI) in Haiti, Fonkoze. After
first launching in Haiti, MiCRO went on to provide
microinsurance coverage to over 60,000 Haitians. In November
2016, the organisation launched its first product in Central
America, “Esfuerzo Seguro ”, an index-based bundled
earthquake, drought and excess rainfall insurance for lowincome Guatemalans, that will also launch in the El Salvador
market in 2017.

hurricanes, tropical storms, and droughts continually cause
damage that is particularly acute for vulnerable low-income
populations who lack an adequate safety net. Although risk
exposure may differ slightly across different parts of the region,
Esfuerzo Seguro bundles coverage for earthquake, excess
rainfall and drought at a level nationwide premium to provide
accessibility and an easy to understand product to all potential
clients.

Microinsurance is a type of insurance that serves populations
that do not have access to more traditional insurance products.
Insurance penetration across Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua
and El Salvador, the initial four Central American countries
selected by MiCRO, is 1.7%.
But more than a risk transfer solution that merely increases the
penetration of insurance, MiCRO sees its insurance product
design process as a platform that creates a broader dialogue on
risk management for vulnerable populations.

(c) Jorge Barrientos

MiCRO partners with local institutions to provide linkages to
disaster risk reduction programs for its target clients, as well as
bundling its insurance offering with savings and loans products
offered by local financial partners. This approach not only
provides a more holistic risk management solution, but makes
the insurance risk transfer solution more effective in transferring
the residual risk after other risk mitigation activities are
accounted for.
Central America is a region that is highly exposed to natural
hazards with the effects of climate change making natural
disasters an ever more common occurrence. Earthquakes,
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(c) Jorge Barrientos
(c) Jorge Barrientos
A challenge not uncommon to microinsurance is a lack of data
upon which to price the product. As an index insurance, payouts
under MiCRO’s product depend on the observed levels of a predefined index that utilise satellite data to measure rainfall and
droughts, and ground vibration measurements to determine
earthquake magnitude. Index insurance provides transparency
and allows the product to minimise the administrative costs
associated with loss adjustment. However, the creation of a
reliable (and viable) index insurance requires a strong
correlation between observed index levels and losses
experienced on the ground.

Esfuerzo Seguro was designed using around 15 years of
historical data. Compounding the challenge of scant climate
data with which to design and price the product, climate change
suggests that future weather patterns are likely to be
significantly different from those observed over the last 15
years. For an actuary, a pricing exercise such as this one
presents a far more daunting challenge than mortality
improvements observed on a life table over a 50-year period. In
fact, the complex modelling of Esfuerzo Seguro was performed
by a hydroclimatologist, who developed indices based on
observed monthly levels of vegetation, and three-day
accumulated rainfall, both of which correlated with historical
losses and are used to cover the risks of drought and excess
rainfall respectively. MiCRO verified the correlation to actual
losses by interviewing numerous potential clients living on small
two hectare farms in various areas of rural Guatemala. A price
was then calculated based on a payout structure that maximised
the insurance coverage for the most catastrophic events, whilst
still falling into the price range acceptable to vulnerable
populations with a low disposable income.

(c) Jorge Barrientos
As any good actuary knows, any single prediction of the future
has a very small probability of occurrence. In the context of
climate hazards that are difficult to model, one of the most
significant jobs is the creation of a monitoring system that can
assess the quality of the index design. If the index insurance is
consistently over- or under-paying in a particular region, for a
particular hazard, when compared to original assumptions,
pricing and product design must be adjusted to ensure the
product’s long term viability. Although microinsurance has clear
social objectives, the price charged is sufficient to cover all
claims and administrative expenses incurred by the product.
This enables the product to continue to be offered into the
market, and to be reinsured to minimise the capital strain on
local insurers as the portfolio expands its scale.
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One final challenge encountered by microinsurance initiatives is
that target market clients typically do not have an understanding
of how insurance and other financial products work. Given that
most low-income individuals have their first experience of
financial products through loans and savings, MiCRO has
partnered with local MFIs to offer insurance linked to loans and
savings. By protecting the initial balance of an agricultural loan
against the risk of natural hazards, for example, an individual
may be inclined to more efficiently invest the proceeds into their
productive activities. Microinsurance can make credit more
effective, and can be offered together with or through the same
trusted brand the clients know from their credit and savings.
More than anything, however, clients learn about the benefits of
insurance by experience. When a drought destroys part of a
harvest, MiCRO’s policyholders will experience financial relief
from an event that otherwise could have forced the sale of
assets or the need for a second job just to repay the loan. The
uninsured individuals within a community will also see the
benefits that others gain from being insured, hopefully
persuasively enough to convince them of the value of having
insurance. This is how MiCRO’s story has started in Guatemala
and will soon start in El Salvador. Each new policy sold means
that more of the losses from natural hazards are now covered
by the capital markets, allowing low-income populations to
continue to build their livelihoods without taking a step
backwards. As a social business, each new policy takes MiCRO
on a path towards financial sustainability, where Central
America is just the starting point for its contribution towards
covering the estimated 4 billion individuals that could benefit
from microinsurance worldwide.

(c) Jorge Barrientos
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Actuaries Digital download and print edition April 2017
By Actuaries Institute
Reading time: 1 minute
Welcome to our round-up of the articles posted on Actuaries
Digital during April 2017.
We have collated them into a convenient PDF format for you to
print and read at your leisure.
Please click the image below to read.
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Drones in GI: Opportunities, challenges and risks
By Suba Chelva
Reading time: 3 mins
Drones are clever devices that are presenting a range of
opportunities and challenges for insurers globally. Suba Chelva
shares key takeaways from a Melbourne seminar on the Use of
Drone Technology in the General Insurance industry.

sophisticated traffic management system to mitigate
potential collisions of drones with piloted aircrafts;

On 8th March 2017, the Young Insurance Professionals and the
Victorian Claims Discussion Group held a short seminar in
Melbourne on the Use of Drone Technology in the General
Insurance industry. The seminar had a diverse group of
speakers, namely Paul Hermann (Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA)
Inspector from Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA)), Simon
Hooper (Aviation Underwriter from QBE Australia) and Darren
Trott (National Business Development Manager from Crawford &
Company). The seminar was very informative and covered the
challenges, risks and opportunities associated with drones as
well as how drone technology can be of assistance to the
General Insurance industry. This was followed by a live
demonstration of flying a drone and a Q&A session. Some of the
key takeaways from the seminar are summarised below.

Challenges and Risks
Just like any new technology, drones have challenges and risks
and the following is a summary of the challenges and risk
discussed during the seminar:
• Unauthorised and uncooperative drone operations within the
Australian airspace. Just like piloted aircrafts, there are
certain rules and regulations by CASA that drone users must
follow;
• Negative public perception of drone usage driven by
inadequate safety requirements and privacy breaches. Whilst
CASA does its best to maintain adequate safety requirements
of drones, privacy breaches such as nuisance and trespass on
one’s private property are not policed by CASA;
• Societal acceptance of the risks associated with drones . Just
as how the society is learning the risks associated with
autonomous and driveless vehicles and accepting these risks,
it will take time for the society to learn and accept the risks
associated with drones;
• Integration of drone operations with piloted aircrafts in the
airspace. As drone usage increases, there needs to be a more

Use of Drones in the General
Insurance Industry
Like the utilisation of telematics and Big Data in the General
Insurance industry, particularly in the motor insurance sector,
drone technology is believed (if not already) to have a material
impact in the General Insurance industry. The following
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summarises the areas in which drone technology can positively
impact the General Insurance industry:
1. Claims Management:
• Ability to capture high resolution imagery and video live
streaming of catastrophes enable immediacy of establishing a
claim reserve;
• Ability to access areas that were previously inaccessible or
hazardous for claims cost estimation. For example, properties
that are damage by fire or asbestos claims;
• Ability to detect fraudulent claim activity. For example, drone
imagery taken of a property immediately after a fire damage
could be used by claims manager to differentiate genuine
damage from the fire against further damage intentionally
carried out by the claimant to increase his/her claim amount;
• Reduction in claims costs and time spent on claims by claims
manager. For example, claims estimation process which
previously utilised multiple claims staff and hundreds of
hours, may now only require one claims staff and significantly
less time to assess the imagery captured by the drone;
2. Underwriting:
• Ability to capture high resolution imagery of assets and risks
that an insurer underwrites. For example, an insurer
underwriting a commercial property can accurately measure
the area of the property using high resolution imagery
produced by drone technology;
• Reduction in underwriting expenses. For example, an
underwriter does not need to be physically present in
assessing an asset or risk that it underwrites with drone
technology. This is particularly useful when an underwriter is
in a different state or country to the insured. As a result,
underwriting expenses are expected to reduce;
There is also an informative video by Crawford & Company on
the uses of drone technology in the General Insurance industry.
There is no doubt that the drone technology will continue to
emerge and advance over the coming years whilst the
challenges and risks faced addressed and mitigated.
Where do you foresee the utilisation of drone technology in the
future?

Crawford & Company's live drone
demonstration
View the video here:
https://youtu.be/rA4ylG0IMqk
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Q&A with 2017 Actuaries Summit Presenters
Martin Mulcare and Rick Gilmore
By Martin Mulcare and Rick Gilmore
Reading time: 3 mins
Martin Mulcare from Etiam interviews Rick Gilmore, founder of
Good Company Coaching, on why remaining relevant is the core
challenge of our time, and what to do about it. Martin and Rick
will be presenting on Day One of the 2017 Actuaries Summit.
Martin Q: Our presentation is called: “How To Grow Your
Relevance & The Relevance Of The Profession”. It focuses on
something many of us can relate to, our personal reputation and
the reputation of the Actuarial profession. Can you tell us why
staying relevant is so important these days?
Rick A: Well I’d say it’s not just important, it’s absolutely critical.
Because you see, reputation is everything. It always has been
and always will be.
It’s just that the pressure to remain relevant is much more
unrelenting and less forgiving now than ever before.
Just as many companies and industries are struggling with high
profile socio-political pressures to improve their reputation,
regulatory position and commercial advantage, so too are
individuals and professional bodies facing the same reputational
and relevance risks.
The fact of the matter is, many of us are grappling with the
growing gap between the rapid rate of change and our ability to
remain relevant.
It’s fair to say that while some professionals, and professional
bodies for that matter, are thriving, some are feeling confused
and frustrated and others even devalued and diminished. And
that’s why, whether your reputation is on the way up or on the
way down, how you stay relevant and avoid reputational risk are
the critical business and career questions of our time.
Martin Q: You mentioned that with accelerating change, it
seems to be getting harder to stay relevant compared to
the past. Could you say a little more about that?

Rick A: There’s a famous old saying coined by McDonald’s
founder Ray Kroc, that goes something like – “either you are
green and growing or ripe and rotting”. Now the truth of the
matter is, we actually never have had the luxury of simply
standing still. Change has always been challenging, the choice
has always been whether to embrace change and grow, or resist
it and get left behind.
Since Ray’s time though, it’s all been amplified. In this age of
disruption, it’s not a matter of “if “ you’ll need to reposition your
career to stay relevant, it's a matter of “when”. Either you learn
how to reposition out of choice now, or get repositioned out of
circumstance later. And as you well know Martin, that also
applies to professional bodies, which is why you’ll be focusing on
that in our presentation.
I’d like to add to that, that after working with numerous
executives, business leaders and professionals for over 27 years,
especially in the last seven years, I can vouch that the fear of
becoming obsolete and not needed anymore, without a doubt is
sadly rising.
The truth is, behind closed doors, many of them tell me their
secret fear is that their career has flat lined, or, isn’t advancing
as fast or as far as they expected. Learning how to take care of
their career trajectory is now a top shelf priority and critical
success factor. For many that’s even more imperative than
performing in their high powered and high pressured roles.
Martin Q: What are some of the key outcomes our audience
can look forward to as a result of listening to our
presentation?
Rick A: We all need to think differently about the future. So first
up I will be presenting a personal relevance risk framework that
will encourage everyone to assess their current personal
reputation and relevance trajectory. Then, I will also walk them
through a complete roadmap on how to grow their relevance, as
well as challenge them to take the steps they need to take to
ensure that they remain relevant as an actuarial professional.
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After that, we’ll transition over to you, where you will present on
how to rust proof and grow the reputation of the actuarial
profession.
Martin Q: Yes, I’m looking forward to applying your
framework to the profession as a whole, in light of the
challenges to our traditional roles and the fundamental
review of our education system. Finally, will the session
involve simply sharing ideas or will there be specific actions
arising?
Rick A: Specifically, whether it’s about their personal relevance
or that of the profession, we’ll help everyone make some new
agreements so they know exactly what immediate action to take
to avoid reputational risk when they get back to their workplace.
The promise of our presentation is that they will discover new
ways to apply proven strategies and techniques to become
recognised experts, accelerate the relevance of the profession,
and be themselves at all times. Remember, in order to make it to
the top, you don’t have to turn into something you are not, quite
the opposite in fact.
Rick Gilmore and Martin Mulcare will be presenting at
the 2017 Actuarial Summit 22 - 23 May.
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The Model Validator’s Manifesto
By Victory Idowu
Reading time: 4 mins
Victory Idowu proposes a model validator’s manifesto—
principles for model validation that enshrine best practice for
actuarial models.
The actuary’s role in modelling is evolving and transforming. As
model complexity has increased, the need for robust validation
similarly increases. The modern-day actuary’s contribution is
advancing to include independent oversight and effective
challenge in the process of modelling.
Model validation has gained popularity due the increased
reliance on many types of models throughout organisations.
Regulators mandate the need for robust and reliable validation
of certain models: internal capital models, reserving models and
pricing models with the primary purpose of reassuring societal
and investor confidence. While models will always have inherent
limitations, the aim of validation is not to disregard these
limitations but to provide confidence in the use of the model
given the current knowledge and available information.
Validation is a process requiring several steps. Validators are
expected to know the extent of validation required for each
model, often referred to as the validation scope. This often
depends on a model’s use: its material importance in the
business, the frequency of model usage and the number of
users.
As actuaries represent a data-based profession, clear rules and
good validation is needed. Some good work has already been
done; for example, the UK Model Risk working group wrote an
extended discussion on model risk and use in 2015[1].
Other groups have taken this idea even further. The Financial
Modeller’s Manifesto was produced by Emanuel Derman and
Paul Wilmott. It is a Hippocratic Oath for all financial
professionals and it encourages more responsibility in
quantitative finance and risk management as a rejoinder to the
subprime mortgage crisis.
In a somewhat similar humorous and witty vein, I present the
Model Validator’s Manifesto and Hippocratic Oath:

The Model Validator’s Hippocratic Oath
1. I will avoid validating models that I am a parent or
emotionally attached too.
2. I will make sure I have a good enough understanding of the
whole governance process before validating it.
3. I will use easily repeatable checks in my validation so that can
be understood by a lay person.
4. I promise to give an honest and fair view even if it makes me
unpopular.
5. I will avoid the use of unnecessary technical language in
proving that my model is right.
6. I will not be short-sighted and discard models which will be
useful in other aspects of the business.
The ideas driving this Hippocratic Oath is described in greater
detail below:
1. Independent Oversight - I will avoid validating models that I
am a parent or emotionally attached too.
It is a fact that modellers easily fall in love with their models.
This is also mentioned in The Financial Modellers’ Manifesto. The
lack of independency from the model is one of the primary
causes for model failures. In order for a validator to carefully
evaluate the borders and caveats of a model, they should not be
involved in its creation.
2. Model Governance - I will make sure I have a good enough
understanding of the whole governance process before
validating it.
There is no purpose of a functioning model that has no-one to
be accountable for it! Good governance involves named
individuals who have responsibility for the oversight and
development of the model.
3. Outcomes Analysis - I will use easily repeatable checks in my
validation so that can be understood by a lay person.
Simple checks are preferable to complex algorithms in the
validation process. The processes in validation should be kept as
simple as possible and well explained so future team members
will be able to reproduce and understand the outcomes.
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4. Conceptual Soundness - I promise to give an honest and fair
view even if it makes me unpopular.
A good organisational culture will enable effective challenge
between validators and model creators. The validator should not
be intimated by the possibility of rejecting the conceptual
soundness of an underlying model due to possibility of “falling
out” with the model creators.
5. Terminology Considerations - I will avoid the use of
unnecessary technical language in proving that my model is
right.
In addition to an outcomes analysis, it is useful for the validator
to produce a brief report verifying the validity of their checks.
Unnecessary jargon and technical language which do not add
value to the validation process should be avoided. Again, the
readability of the governance documentation should also be
addressed with the same criteria.
6. Expectation Management - I will not be short-sighted and
discard models which will be useful in other aspects of the
business.
The validator should not be ruthless with their empowered
position of objectivity. It is expected that highly complex and
material models use more labour hours in their creation and
should have more time spent on their validation.
Accordingly, the validator should be critical and deep in the
validation of a model ensuring they place limitations in context
of the vested interest of stakeholders.
As political and financial uncertainty grows, the call on actuaries
to validate models will likely increase. Validators are at the
forefront of change in risk management with additional
emphasis being placed on sound governance processes.
Similarly, in academia many fields see active research into better
quantification of uncertainty. My research adds to this by
looking at models and the risks that they pose. Better model
management will reduce failures and systemic shocks. Having
validators and risk actuaries adhere to the principles of this
Hippocratic Oath will help achieve this. Models, like actuaries,
should be understood and not underestimated.
[1] Model Risk – Daring to open up the black box
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